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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is the purpose of this paper to give sufficient conditions on a system of 
ordinary differential equations with almost-periodic (a.p. for short) time 
dependence that it have an a.p. solution. In particular, we assume the exis- 
tence of a bounded solution with certain stability conditions and use a result 
due to Amerio [l]. For two-dimensional systems such sufficient conditions 
have been obtained; cf., for example, [2-41. Certain such conditions have also 
been given for n-dimensional systems but the stability conditions required 
seem strong and complicated [5, 61. 
In recent papers by Hale [7] and Yoshizawa [8], simpler stability conditions 
have been given to obtain the existence of a.p. solutions of systems of 
functional-differential equations, which include ordinary differential systems 
as special cases. The method of these papers involves the use of Liapunov 
functions, not Amerio’s theorem, and also yields information on the Fourier, 
exponents of the a.p. solution in terms of those of the function defining the 
system. 
For linear systems of differential-difference equations, see also a result 
due to Bochner [9]. 
The conditions we give here are somewhat weaker than those given by 
Hale and Yoshizawa in the above-mentioned papers. In particular, we do not 
need the Lipschitz conditions on the system required by them. However, 
our theorems give no information about the Fourier exponents of the a.p. 
so1ution.l Although we deal explicitly with systems of differential equations, 
generalizations to functional-differential equations are possible; cf. Section 4 
of this paper. 
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2. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
\Ve denote by 
(i) Rn the set of real n-vectors, and if x is in R”, by s j a suitable norm 
in R7( 
(ii) Z the set of real numbers; 
(iii) x(t, x,, , to) a function on Z x RR" x Z to An such that ~(t, , x,, , to) == x0 
If f is a function on Z x Rn to Rn and there exists a real sequence {tn} such 
that for each compact subset K of R”, f(t + t, , x) -+g(t, x) as n + co, 
uniformly on Z x K, then g is said to be in the hull off, and we denote the 
set of all such g by H(f). 
DEFINITION. fis a.p. in t uniformly for x in Rn if for each compact subset 
K of Rn, f is a.p. in t uniformly for x in K. 
For a definition of f a p. in t uniformly for x in K, see, for exam- 
ple, Hale [IO], p. 113. 
It follows (cf., for example, Favard [l I]) that if f is a.p. in t uniformly for .V 
in Rn, then H(f) consists of functions a.p. in t uniformly for x in Rn, and 
(iv) if g is in H(f), then f is in H(g). 
Consider the system: 
x’ = F(t, x) (1) 
where ‘ = djdt, F is a function on Z x Rn to R” which is continuous in (t, x) 
and a.p. in t uniformly for x in R”. 
We say that the system 
x’ = qt, x) (2) 
is in the hull of (1) if L is in H(F). 
Some stability definitions follow; let 4 be a solution of (1) defined on an 
interval t < t < co; i.e., on [t, co). Then 4 is 
(v) uniform quasi asymptotically stable in the large (u.q.a.s.1. for short) 
on [Z, co) if given any two positive numbers l , Y, there exist positive numbers 
T(F, Y) and M(r) such that if to 3 i, and 1 x,, ~ $(to) 1 < r, then if x(t, x0 , to) 
is a solution of (1) 
I 4 x0 > to) - d(t) I < Mb9 for t > to, (3) 
and 
I x(t, x0 , to) - 4(t) ! < c for t > to + qc, y). (4) 
If i = - co, we say merely that 4 is u.q.a.s.1. 
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(vi) 4 is uniform asymptotically stable in the large (u.a.s.1. for short) 
on [i, co) if it is u.q.a.s.1. on [i, co), and if given E > 0 there exists a S(E) > 0 
such that if t, > t and 1 x0 - ~#(t,,) / < S(E) then 1 x(t, x0 , to) -4(t) 1 < E 
for t 3 t,; x(t, x,, , to) as above. 
Antosiewicz, in [12], defines + to be u.a.s.1. if it satisfies the conditions 
of(v) only; however, the stability of(v) does not in general imply the stability 
of (vi). But, as Lemma 3 will show, if the solution of the initial value problem 
for each system (2) in the hull of (1) is unique (i.e., if given (to , x0) in Z x Rn 
there exists a S = S(t, , x,,) > 0 such that if x(t, x,, , t,,) is a solution of (2) for 
t, < t < t, + 6, then it is unique there), then if a solution 4 of (1) is u.q.a.s.l., 
it is also u.a.s.1. 
We observe that if for each x0 in R” there exists a neighborhood N(x,,) 
of x0 and a constant L =,5(x,,) > 0, such that 
for x and y in N(x,), and all t, then the uniqueness condition defined above 
holds. This is precisely the sort of Lipschitz condition required by 
‘I’oshizawa [8]. 
3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND EXISTENCE THEOREMS 
LEMMA I a. Let C$ be a solution of (1) defined and bounded on 1. Then for 
each system (2) in the hull of (I), there exists a solution $ in H(4) which is 
defined and bounded on I. 
LEMMA 1 b. Zf for each positive integer n, x”(t) is a solution of (1) deJined 
and bounded independently of II for t 3 t, + t, , then there exists a subsequence 
(nk} of the positive integers such that 
exists uniformly on every compact subset of [t,, , co), where y is a solution on 
[to , co) of some system (2) in the hull of (I). 
For proofs of the lemmas, see Amerio [ 11. 
LEMMA 2. Let $ be a solution of (1) bounded on Z and u.q.a.s.1. Then 
4 is the only solution of (1) bounded on I. 
PROOF. Let x(t) be another solution of (1) bounded on Z. Then there 
exists a y1 > 0 such that j $(t) - x(t) ) < Y, for t in I. Suppose 
I X(h) -WJ I = El > 0 
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for some t, in I. Since 4 is u.q.a.s.1. there exists 7’, ~1 7’(~, , r-i) 0 sllcli 
that .v(t) ~ 4(t) ~ < 6r for 1 ::- 1, 7, where t, is arbitrary. If we choose 
t, = t, -- 7 i , we have, clearly s(tJ &(f,) <’ l l , a contradiction, This 
proves the lemma. 
It may be of interest to observe that the existence of an M(r,) such that (3) 
holds was not required in the proof above. Thus the conclusion of I,emma 2 
holds under a type of stability weaker than u.q.a.s.1. We point out also that 
uniqueness of the initial value problem for (1) is not required. 
LEMMA 3. [ffor each system (2) in the hull of (I) the initial value problem 
has a unique solution, then if a solution + of (I) is bounded on I and u.q.a.s.1.. it 
is u.a.s.1. 
PROOF. Let E > 0 and Y > 0 be given. Then there exist 7’ = T(E, Y) 
and M = M(r) such that the conditions of (iv) hold. We shall show that there 
exists a 6 = 8(~, 7’) > 0 such that if for each t, in I and s0 satisfying 
~ xc, - +(t,,) / < 6, we have 1 x(t, x0, to) - &(t) ~ < E for t, < f ,< t, ! 7‘; 
the lemma will thus clearly be proved. 
To this end, suppose there exists no such 6. Then there exist pi .;) 0, 
ri > 0, and T, = T ( r or , ri) > 0, and sequences {&}, { tk}, {&}, k =-I 1, 2, .. ., 
such that I xk I < Yl , ~ s’ - $(tk) ’ < l/K, t, < 2, < t, +- T, , and 
dk , J-1; , tk) - C(t”k) I 2 E, for k =-: 1, 2, .‘. . It is no loss of generality to n 
suppose that t, ~ t, - t, as k + co where 0 < t, < T, , and that 
x(t I t, , xk , tk) and y%(t + tJ converge respectively to y(t) and t)(t), solu- 
tions of some system (2) in the hull of (l), the convergence being uniform 
for t in any compact subset of [0, GO). This follows from the fact that d, is 
bounded, u.q.a.s.l., and Lemma lb. But for k sufficiently large, 
1 x(t, L t, , .@, tk) - #to +- tk.) / 
> & > Xk 7 tii) -&J - &,) - +(to + tk) I 
~ x(t, t- t, , XL, tic) - x(Z, , xk, tlr) 1 
> l 1 - 2~13 = <i/3. (5) 
The estimates on the last two quantities follow from the fact that 4(t) and 
x(t, x+, tJ are uniformly bounded for t > t, , and that therefore, being 
solutions of (l), are uniformly continuous for t 3 t, , k = 1, 2, .‘. 
Now xk + y(0) as k + co, and since 4(tk) --f #(O) and xk - d(tjc) --z 0, 
we have also xk --f 4(O) as K + co. Hence #(O) = y(0) and by the uniqueness 
of the initial value problem for each system (2) we concluded that 
t,) = #(to). However, using (5) with K + co we get 
~ Y to) ( - ti(to) I 3 E1/3, 
a contradiction. This proves the lemma. 
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THEOREM 1. Suppose that for each system (2) in the hull of (I), the initial 
value problem has a unique solution. Let 4 be a solution of (I) u.a.s.E. and such 
that I 4(t) 1 < B < co for all t in I. Then for each system (2) in the hull of (I), 
there exists a solution # which is u.a.s.l. and such that / #(t) 1 < B for all t in 1. 
Proof. Let L be in H(F); then by Lemma la there exists a sequence t,, 
such that F(t + t, , X) + L(t, X) as 71 + cc uniformly in I X K, K any com- 
pact set in Rn, and that +(t + t,) - #(t) as n -+ co uniformly on every 
compact subset of I, where 4 is a solution of (2). Clearly 1 y%(t) / < B for t 
in I. 
Let E > 0 and r > 0 be fixed and / x0 - #(to) 1 < r. Then for all n suf- 
ficiently large, / x0 -- +(to + t,) 1 < Y + 1 = R. Consider the solution 
x(t, x,, , to + t,) of (1). Since $ is u.a.s.l., there exist T(E/~, R) > 0 and 
M(R) > 0 such that for n sufficiently large, 
for t > to > (6) 
and 
I x(t + t, , x0 , to t t,) -- gt f 4,) I < E/3 for t > to + T(43, R). 
(7) 
We shall henceforth assume n large enough for (6) and (7) to hold. If we 
define x”(t) = x(t, x0, to + t,), then clearly ) x”(t) / < M(R) + B for all 
t 3 to + tn . It follows by Lemma lb that for some subsequence of {xn(t)>, 
which we again denote by {xn(t)}, we have x”(t + t,) -y(t) as n +co 
uniformly on every compact subset of [to , co); here y is the unique solution 
of (2) such that y(t,) = x0: i.e., y(t) = y(t, x0 , to). 
Now fix t > to + T(43, R); then 
/ x”(t + &I) - y(4 x0 , to) I < c/3 
and 
I #(t) -$(t L tn) I <E/3. 
Hence for n sufficiently large, 
I Y(4 x0 7 to) - 4(t) / d lY(4 x0 1 to) - xfi(t + t,) j + I x”(t + t,) == $(t + t,) 1 
+ I 9(t + tn) - 9(t) I < E 
where we have used (7). From the same inequality for fixed t > to and n 
sufficiently large, and using (6) we obtain 
I Y(4 x0 > to) - $0) I G 2613 + M(R). 
Since c is arbitrary, it follows that I/ is u.q.a.s.l., and by Lemma 3, therefore 
u.a.s.1. This proves the theorem. 
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THEOREM 2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem I, the unique bounded 
u.a.s.1. solution of (I) is a.p. 
PROOF. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1, Lemma 2, 
and the result of Amerio-Favard [l], which states, essentially, that if there 
exists a positive constant B such that each system (2) in the hull of (1) has 
exactly one solution 4 such that / $(t) I < B for all t in I, then I/J is a.p. 
The next lemma leads to a theorem slightly stronger than Theorem 2. 
LEMMA 4. Let 4 satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem I except that it be 
bounded and u.a.s.1. in [Z, oo), where t > - CO. Then there exists a solution 
of (I) bounded and u.a.s.1. on I. 
PROOF. We show that there exists a system (2) in the hull of (1) which 
has a solution 4 bounded and u.q.a.s.1. on I. From Lemma 3 and Theorem 1 
it will then follow that each system in the hull of (2) has a solution with these 
properties. By (iv), it follows that (1) is in the hull of (2); hence the lemma will 
be proved. 
It follows easily, using an argument in Amerio’s paper [l], that there 
exists a subsequence {nk} of the sequence of positive integers such that 
4(t + nk) -+ z)(t) as k -+ co, uniformly for t in any compact subset of I, 
where # is a solution of some system (2) in the hull of (1); we omit the details. 
Clearly t/(t) is bounded on I. 
Let E > 0, Y > 0, and to in I be given. Then there exists K > 0 such that 
to > t ~ nk for k 3 K. Let x0 be such that ! x,, - #(to) 1 < r. Then for 
k 3 K, and sufficiently large, / x0 - (b(to + nR) / < 2r. Since 4 is u.q.a.s.1. 
on [t, co), there exist T(E, Y) > 0 and M(r) > 0 such that for k sufficiently 
large, 
I x(t + n k, x0 , to + nk) ~ d(t + nk) i C 4 
t >, to A- I’(<, r), 
and 
/ x(t -b nk , xO , tO + nk) - +tt i nk) / < M(r)! t 3 to , 
If we define XL(t) = x(t, x0, o t + n,), we have, using Lemma lb, that for 
some subsequence of {n,}, which we denote again by {n,}, xk(t + nk) -y(t) 
as k --f co uniformly on every compact subset of [to , co), where y is a solution 
of (2). Hence for fixed t > to + T(E, Y), and k sufficiently large, 
/ x”(t + ilk) -Y@) 1 < d3, and I W + 4 - W I < c/3. 
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But clearly, y(t,,) = x0; i.e., y(t) = y(t, x,, , t,). Hence for t 3 to i- T(c, r), 
and k sufficiently large, 
I eY(4 x0 > to) - $4) I < I Y(4 x0 to) - x”(t + nk) I + I xyt + ts) - 4(t + nlc) I
+ I $0 + %4 - $w I < Et 
and 
I r(t, x0 7 to) - Ilr(t) < 26/3 -t M(r) for t > to. 
Hence y is u.q.a.s.1. on I. This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that for each system (2) in the closed hull of (I) 
the initial value problem has a unique solution. Let there exist a solution of (I) 
bounded and u.a.s.1. on [t, co). Then there exists a unique a.p. solution of (I) 
PROOF. This follows immediately from Lemma 4 and Theorem 2; we 
omit the details. 
4. FUNCTIONAL-DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
In this section we point out that a result such as Theorem 3 above can be 
established for systems of functional-differential equations, i.e., generaliza- 
tions of ordinary differential equations which include the class of so-called 
differential-difference equations. Since the proofs involved would be in 
complete analogy with those given or mentioned above, we omit them. 
We give, however, a brief summary of the definitions and notation invol- 
ved; in this we follow Hale [7]. 
In what follows, h is a fixed positive number. We denote by C the set of 
functions 4 on [ - h, 0] to R” and continuous there. For each 4 in C we define 
the norm of 4, 114 I/ = sup / 4(e) /, 0 in [- h, 01. 
Let x be a function on [to - h, to + T) with values in R”. Then for each t, 
to < t < to + T, the function xt with values ~~(0) = x(t + 0) and domain 
-~ h < 0 < 0 is clearly a member of C. 
k(t) = lim 
x(t + 8) - x(t) 
bo+ e 
whenever it exists. 
Let F(t, 4) be a function on I x C to Rn. If there exists an interval 
[to , to + T) and for each t in it, a function xt in C such that if x(t) and R(t) 
are as above, then 
k(t) = F(t, XJ (8) 
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we say that xt is a solution of (8) on [to, t, mr T), and refer to (8) as a func- 
tional-differential equation. We use the notation .vt(+, to) to denote a solution 
xt such that xt, = 4. 
The concept ofF(t, (b) being a.p. in t uniformly for 4 in C is defined as for 
functions on I x R", except that we replace the term “compact subset of R"" 
by “closed and bounded subset of C”; cf. Section 2. Thus if F has this 
property, we define the hull H(F) of F in the usual way, and the system 
it(t) = L(t, q) (9) 
is said to be in the hull of (8) if L is in H(F). 
A straightforward generalization to functional-differential equations of 
the Amerio-Favard existence theorem for a.p. solutions of a.p. systems of 
ordinary differential equations [l] can be made if F in (8) has the additional 
following property: 
(vii) if xt is the solution of (8) defined and bounded for t in I, and 
then there exists constants M and B, > B such that / F(t, 4) i < M for 
114bIIG&. 
The initial value problem for (l), and the stability definitions (v) and (vi) 
can be extended to (8) and its solutions in the obvious fashion; we merely 
replace x(t, x0 , t,) by x$(x~ , to), where x,, is now in C, and use the double 
bar norm wherever it is required. 
Omitting the details, we conclude that Theorem 3 holds for a system of 
functional-differential equations (8) where F(t, 4) is a.p. in t uniformly for 4 
in C, and which satisfies (vii) above for B = sup // xt 11, t > t. 
It is known that a local Lipschitz condition: 
I F(t, 4) - W, 4 I G L iI+ ~ 4 Ii 
at each point of C will guarantee the existence and uniqueness of the initial 
value problem for (8); however, it will clearly also guarantee condition (vii). 
Such a Lipschitz condition is used by Yoshizawa [8]. 
Finally, we observe that for differential-difference equations; i.e., cases of 
(8) where F(t, 4) =f(t, I($)), f is continuous on I x Rn, and 
where p is a nondecreasing step function on [- h, 01, condition (vii) holds, 
since in this case the set of I(+) such that I] $ (I < B is a bounded subset of Rn. 
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5. SOME EXTENSIONS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Let A be a closed bounded subset of R" such that for the bounded solution 
+ of Theorem 2 (or 3) we have Q(t) in (1 for t in I (or in [i, co)). Let D be an 
open subset of Rn containing fl. Then if all the conditions on F in (I) hold 
only on I x D rather than I x Rn, and if the stability definitions are modified 
simply by adding the requirements that x,, always be in D, and, in (3) and (4) 
that x(t, x,, , t,) be in D for t 3 t, , the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3 proceed 
as before. Corresponding adjustments, of course, are needed also in the 
lemmas; we omit the details. 
A similar extension holds for the corresponding theorems for functional- 
differential equations. In particular, we need the additional condition that if fl 
is the closed bounded subset of C containing the functions zt for t in I (or 
in [t, co), then there exists an open set D in C containing /1, and a constant M 
such that j F(t, +) / < M for (t, 4) in I x D. 
In conclusion, the stability conditions (v) and (vi) can be replaced by 
stability conditions on the system; that is, stability conditions on the dif- 
ference x(t) - y(t) of any two solutions of (1). More precisely, if (1) is uniform 
asymptotically stable in the sense of Yoshizawa [S], then it follows that any 
solution of (1) is u.a.s.1. Loosely speaking, this stability of a system requires 
that 1 x(t) - y(t) 1 -+ 0 as t + co where this limit is uniform in certain 
respects. Certain aspects of this type of stability have been referred to under 
the headings of extreme stability and convergence of solutions of (1). 
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